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Abstract
Competence development for natural genetic transformation is widespread in bacteria, although it is a transient
physiological state in which bacteria are capable of taking up and integrating exogenous DNA. Activation of
competence enables the recipient bacteria to gain new genes, promoting the emergence of genetic variation,
antibiotic resistance and evolution of virulence factors. It has been well studied that competence activation in
bacteria requires one or more signal transduction pathways, many competence proteins and a complex regulatory
network, which are finely controlled by a competence-specific master regulator. In the Genus Streptococcus, an
alternative sigma factor, SigX coded by comX, is such a master regulator. The transcriptional activation of comX is
the key step of competence induction in nearly all members of Streptococci. Although much is known of the
regulatory cascade leading to competence induction, it was not until recently that a negative regulation of
competence by a mechanism that involves regulated proteolysis of SigX has been recognized to play an important
role in competence development in these bacteria. In particular, an adaptor protein MecA is found to target SigX for
degradation by the proteases ClpC/ClpP, profoundly affecting the stability of SigX during competence development.
Interestingly, SigX-mediated competence appears to be antagonistically connected with antibiotic-induced stress
response by an unknown mechanism that involves activities of MecA and the Clp protease family. This discovery
has added a new level of the complexity of competence regulatory network in Streptococci, leading to further
investigation of such proteolytic regulation in competence, stress response, and antibacterial therapy.
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Introduction
Competence development for natural genetic transformation is a
powerful process by which bacteria are capable of taking up,
transporting and integrating exogenous DNA [1,2]. Analysis of
microbial genomes reveals that horizontal gene transfer through
genetic transformation is widespread in bacteria. This process enables
the recipient bacteria to gain new genes, promoting the emergence of
genetic variation, antibiotic resistance, and evolution of virulence
factors [1-4]. Therefore, natural transformation is an important
mechanism in which bacteria adapt to changing environments. Since
the first discovery of genetic transformation in Streptococcus
pneumoniae in 1928, the cellular processes and molecular regulatory
mechanisms involved in genetic transformation have been extensively
studied in several model organisms [1,2].
It has been well studied that competence development in the Genus
Streptococcus is activated through at least two different quorumsensing signal transduction pathways, the ComCDE and the ComRS
[5,6]. The ComCDE is the well-studied quorum sensing system in the
mitis group of Streptococci, such as Streptococcus pneumoniae and
Streptococcus mitis, whereas the ComRS is the recently discovered
quorum sensing system that functions similarly in the salivarius,
mutans, pyogenic and bovis groups of Streptococci [6]. Both quorum-
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sensing systems are demonstrated to induce the competence cascades
by activating comX that encodes a competence-specific master
regulator SigX (σX) [5,7]. For the species that primarily use the
ComCDE pathway, the cells during exponential growth can secrete a
competence-stimulating peptide or CSP that is detected by the ComD
histidine kinase receptor of the neighboring cells [3,7,8]. This leads to
autophosphorylation of ComE response regulator that in turn activates
transcription of comX, triggering the competence cascade [3]. For the
species that mainly use the ComRS pathway, the cells growing in
chemically defined medium (CDM) can sense a comX-inducing
peptide or XIP inside the cells after XIP is internalized by an
oligopeptide permease transporter Opp. The XIP then interacts with
ComR to form a ComR/XIP complex that activates transcription of
comX, triggering the competence cascade [5,6]. Clearly, all groups of
Streptococci require transcriptional activation of comX to induce
competence for genetic transformation, despite different signaling
pathways involved during competence development [4-8]. Therefore,
SigX is the competence-specific master regulator that is absolutely
required for driving transcription of many late competence genes
necessary for DNA transport, update and recombination [9].
Interestingly, Streptococcus mutans, a leading cariogenic pathogen
that can cause dental caries worldwide, has evolved to have both the
ComCDE and ComRS signaling systems that are confirmed to induce
competence in this bacterium (Figure 1). When grown in a complex
medium, Streptococcus mutans cells secrete detect and respond to CSP
through the ComAB transporter and ComDE signal transduction
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pathway [8]. CSP can be detected by the ComD receptor of a twocomponent system ComDE, leading to autophosphorylation of its
response regulator ComE, which in turn activates transcription of
genes encoding an array of nonlantibiotic bacteriocins [10,11]. The
activated ComE also strongly induces expression of ComX, resulting in
competence activation of a subpopulation [11-13].

requires the presence of intact comS that encodes the precursor of XIP.
Thus, it becomes clear that Streptococcus mutans can finely regulate
genetic competence via a complex regulatory network that receives and
responds inputs from at least two signaling peptides, CSP and XIP,
dependently on growth conditions. The key step of competence
induction by either of these signaling peptides is transcriptional
activation of comX that controls expression of late competence genes
for DNA transport, uptake and recombination [16-18].
Considerable studies reveal that besides transcriptional activation of
comX, SigX regulator protein is also the target of posttranslational
regulation in Streptococcus pneumoniae, which develops competence
by receiving the signal from the ComCDE transduction pathway [9].
In this case, SigX is positively controlled by ComW but negatively
regulated by the protease ClpE/ClpP [19,20]. The stability of SigX in
Streptococcus pneumoniae can be also negatively affected by ComW,
since ComW is labile to degradation by the ClpC/ClpP complex [21].
Post-translational regulation of competence is well studied in Bacillus
subtilis, in which a master regulator ComK is required for competence
induction [22-24]. Under non-competence conditions, ComK is
sequestered in a MecA and ClpC complex, which triggers degradation
of ComK in the presence of ClpP. The ComK can activate competence
only when it is released from this complex by action of a small protein
ComS, which binds to adaptor protein MecA, releasing the regulator
ComK [24].

Figure 1: A schematic diagram describes the proposed competence
regulatory network in Streptococcus mutans, which can use both
the ComCDE and ComRS signaling systems to regulate competence
development. These two signaling transduction pathways along
with their dedicated signaling peptides, CSP and XIP, are described.
The key step for competence induction is the transcriptional
activation of comX, which encodes a competence specific master
regulator, SigX. In a complex medium (CM), CSP interacts with the
ComDE that activate the transcription of comX by an unknown
mechanism, triggering the competence cascade in less than 10% of
the population. In a chemical defined medium (CDM), the ComRS
system can sense and respond XIP inside the cells. Once
internalized via an oligopeptide permease transporter Opp, the XIP
interacts with ComR to form a ComR/XIP complex. This complex
then binds to the ComR-box and drives the transcription of comX
and comS, triggering the competence cascade in nearly the entire
population. In a complex medium (CM), however, a low level of
SigX can be sequestrated in a ternary complex SigX-MecA-ClpC,
which in turn triggers degradation of SigX in the presence of ClpP,
thereby, negatively regulating competence development Adapted
from Tian et al. [14].
However, the pathway transmitting this signal from the ComE to
comX was unclear, since there is no the ComE binding site in the
promoter region of comX in Streptococcus mutans [15]. This missing
link has been recently filled by the discovery of a type II ComRS
signaling system that proximally induces transcription of comX in
Streptococcus mutans in response to signal peptide XIP [5,6]. When
Streptococcus mutans is grown in CDM, competence activation
through the ComRS system is superior, nearly involving the entire
population [5,16]. However, XIP appears to be inactive when
Streptococcus mutans is grown in a complex medium [5,16-18]. This
phenomenon is interpreted as a bimodal behavior of Streptococcus
mutans in response to different signaling peptides due to changes in
medium components [18]. Importantly, such bimodal behavior
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However, it was unclear whether the same mechanism might be
involved in regulation of the stability and activity of SigX in the
streptococcal species that primarily use a ComRS system to control
transcriptional activation of comX. Two independent research groups
have investigated this question in two species of Streptococci,
Streptococcus thermophilus and Streptococcus mutans. Both groups of
researchers have discovered that an adaptor protein MecA is required
to regulate genetic competence by a mechanism that requires the
presence of a functional SigX in these species [24,25]. They have found
that changes in expression of MecA dramatically affect the stability and
activity of SigX. These findings led to the hypothesis that MecA might
target SigX for degradation by the ClpC/ClpP proteases in these
members of Streptococci.
To explore the molecular detail of such negative regulation of
competence in these bacteria, Dong et al. have further investigated
MecA-mediated proteolysis of SigX and the impact on competence
regulation in Streptococcus mutans [26]. They first analyze the cellular
levels of SigX. Their work shows that the synthesis of SigX is transiently
induced by CSP, but SigX is rapidly degraded during the exponential
growth in a complex medium, a sub-permissive condition for
competence activation [24-26]. A deletion of mecA, clpC or clpP
results in the cellular accumulation of SigX and a prolonged
competence state, while an overexpression of MecA enhances the
proteolysis of SigX and accelerates the escape from competence.
However, a deletion of mecA alone is insufficient to activate
competence under this growth condition. These researchers have
provided strong evidence that Streptococcus mutans regulates
competence by a mechanism that involves proteolysis of SigX when
grown in a complex medium, in which the synthesis of SigX is
transiently induced by CSP but it is quickly degraded by MecAmediated proteolysis in the presence of ClpC and ClpP. Their work
confirms that MecA can interact with both SigX and ClpC, enabling
these proteins to form a ternary complex of SigX-MecA-ClpC [26].
This ternary complex in turn sequesters the activity of SigX and
triggers ATP-dependent degradation of SigX in the presence of ClpP.
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This work further confirms that MecA binds to SigX protein via its Nterminal domain (NTD1-82) and to ClpC protein via its C-terminal
domain (MecA-CTD123-240). A deletion of either the NTD or CTD
abolishes the binding of MecA to SigX or ClpC, failing to mediate the
formation of such a ternary complex. These findings suggest that the
NTD of MecA is essential for substrate recognition, while the CTD is
required for the assembly and activity of the ClpC/ClpP complex [26].
A sequence alignment of MecA proteins confirms that MecA proteins
are well conserved among four Streptococcus mutans strains examined
(Figure 2). In particular, MecA proteins share high levels of
conservation at the NTD and CTD with those of Streptococcus
thermophilus and Bacillus subtilis [23,25,27], suggesting that MecA in
Streptococcus mutans truly acts as an adaptor to interact with its
partner proteins for regulated proteolysis of SigX in a manner similarly
to those in Streptococcus thermophilus and Bacillus subtilis [23-25].
These findings support the notion that MecA plays central role in
regulated proteolysis of SigX by its substrate recognition and the Clp
protease complex assembly and activity. Thus, MecA actually acts as an
anti-sigma factor to regulate the stability of SigX during competence
development in these bacteria.

Figure 2: A sequence alignment of MecA proteins from four
Streptococcus mutans strains, including UA159, GS-5, LJ23 and
NN2025, was performed against that of Bacillus subtilis 168 (Bs168)
using MacVector 9.0 ClusterW. The conservations of amino acid
residues cross all the strains are highlighted in the grey box. Black
lines above the sequence alignment indicate the N-terminal domain
(NTD1-82) and the C-terminal domain (CTD123-240) of MecA
proteins. Small vertical arrows indicate the preferred cleavage sites
of Bacillus subtilis MecA protein by trypsin (K82) and V8 protease
(E93). The sequences of all MecA proteins are from gene bank
accession numbers of Bacillus subtilis 168 (NP_389034.1),
Streptococcus
mutans
UA159
(NP_72079.1),
GS-5
(YP_006489516.1), LJ23 (YP_006252000.1) and NN2025
(YP_003485630.1).
The implications of an adaptor protein that acts as an anti-sigma
factor in a Clp protease-dependent manner were previously reported
in both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria [27-29]. In Gramnegative bacteria such as Escherichia coli, for example, adaptor protein
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RssB can specifically target Sigma S or RpoS for degradation by the
proteinase ClpX/ClpP, regulating the levels of RpoS in the stationary
phase cells or in general stress response of Escherichia coli [29].
Another example is adaptor protein RsiW that acts as an anti-sigma
factor in the control of sigma factor W (σW) of Bacillus subtilis during
pH and salt stresses [30]. Similarly, Bacillus subtilis controls the
activity of an alternative sigma factor, σV to cope with antibioticinduced envelope stress by regulating proteolysis of sigma factor σV
through action of an anti-sigma factor RsiV or an adaptor protein
[30,31]. Thus, regulated proteolysis of a master regulator by an adaptor
protein that acts as an anti-sigma factor in regulation of physiology
and stress response is well conserved among all bacteria, including the
members of the Genus Streptococcus [32]. These studies reinforce the
importance of fine control of regulated proteolysis in bacterial
physiology, stress response and virulence evolution. However, the role
of MecA in regulation of stress response other than competence in the
Genus Streptococcus remains to be studied. Regulated proteolysis by
ATP-dependent proteases is widely distributed in both prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells, and plays important roles in the timely turnover of
many intracellular proteins [33,34]. Good examples of such proteases
in bacteria include the Clp superfamily proteases, such as ClpAP,
ClpCP, ClpXP, ClpB, ClpE and ClpL, which are found to regulate
bacterial growth, sporulation, competence, virulence factors and stress
response [33-35]. These proteases ensure the survival and physiology
of a cell by removing misfolded or regulatory proteins, whose
degradation is vital to the control of signaling cascades, metabolism,
cellular development or cell fate under a specific condition [33]. For
degradation of correct proteins at correct times, eukaryotic cells use
the ubiquitin-tagging machinery to recognize and target proteins for
degradation by the proteasome [29]. However, most bacteria carry out
selective degradation of proteins by using an adaptor that recognizes
specific substrates for degradation by proteases [29-32]. Several
adaptor proteins have been identified in many bacteria, including SspB
and ClpS in Escherichia coli, and MecA, YjbH, YpbH and McsB in
Bacillus subtilis [36,37]. MecA in Bacillus subtilis is a general adaptor
protein to mediate the Clp protease-dependent proteolysis, allowing
degradation of unfolded or specific proteins, such as competencespecific regulator ComK [28,32,37]. This system has parallels to the
regulation of RpoS degradation that depends on an adaptor protein in
Escherichia coli [29,34]. Clearly, these adaptor proteins provide a way
to modulate substrate specificity for regulated proteolysis and play
important roles in quality control of cellular proteins or the activities.
Therefore, control of the availability and activity of adaptor proteins
may be crucial for bacteria to respond to changing environments or
stresses.
Recent studies show that certain cell wall-acting antibiotics, such as
bacitracin, at a sub-MIC concentration up-regulate expression of
MecA, but suppress CSP-induced competence in Streptococcus
mutans. Initial evidence suggests that bacitracin a sub-MIC does not
only suppress competence, but also induces stress response by a
mechanism that requires the presence of MecA. It has been known that
bacitracin at a sub-MIC often induces cell envelope stress response by
several mechanisms [38,39].
However, there is no report whether bacitracin affects genetic
competence, although several DNA-damaging antibiotics, such as
mitomycin C and fluoroquinolones, are known to induce genetic
transformation in Streptococcus pneumoniae and other bacteria [40,
41]. Competence induction by these DNA damaging antibiotics is
considered as stress response in parallel to the SOS response in Bacillus
subtilis and Escherichia coli. In contrast to these reports, Boutry et al.
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have found that SOS response activation and competence induced by
DNA-damaging agents are an antagonistic mechanism in
Streptococcus thermophilus, which uses type I ComRS system to
activate transcription of comX [42]. However, it remains an open
question whether bacitracin suppresses competence by up-regulating
expression of MecA and its regulated proteolysis in these bacteria.
Further study is required to determine how antibiotics affect MecA,
ClpC and other Clp family proteases in these bacteria.

Conclusion
In summary, many members of the Genus Streptococcus are
naturally transformable, dependently on competence induction
involving a regulatory mechanism requiring a master regulator SigX.
Recent studies show that adaptor protein MecA in these species plays a
crucial role in recognizing and targeting SigX master regulator for
degradation by a protease complex. Thus, MecA actually acts as an
anti-sigma factor to regulate the stability and activity of SigX in
competence development in these bacteria. Therefore, changes in
expression of MecA may profoundly affect the stability and activity of
SigX. However, it remains to be determined what affect expression of
MecA and whether stress response, competence and regulated
proteolysis are correlated in the same regulatory circuit in these
bacteria. We speculate that resolving these questions and related
molecular mechanisms may improve our understanding of bacterial
stress response, competence and regulated proteolysis, offering an
opportunity to identify new targets, such as adaptor proteins or
proteolytic proteases, for antibacterial therapies.
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